
Set ACS 951, Compressed Air Respirator with Mask and

Hood

The ACS 951 is a compressed air, continuous-flow air filter

respirator with a cap and protective mantle mask that make it

an effective protective means for the protection of the

respiratory tract and body parts that are subjected to the

projection of abrasive particles. It is therefore the ideal

device for protecting operators involved in blasting

operations. The use of the ACS 951 is made very comfortable

by the presence of the EOD 55 silencer filter, which

minimizes noise, the possibility of adjusting the continuous

flow through the AC 95 regulator and the presence of two

valves protected by casing valves that discharge excess air

from the outside. The very low weight, compatible with the

protective and durable materials used, and ergonomic design

make it easy and effective to use. The special facial design of

the ACS 951 , made of a solid mask with a hood - mantle,

makes it adaptable to any facial conformation and perfectly

adherent without painful pressures. Its compact size allows

you to work even in the most small spaces. The eyepieces

are double (glass exterior and polycarbonate interior) and

easily replaceable. The hood is sewn into the mask and

protects the operator up to the waist. The mask is fed

through the corrugated tube TUR 609 that conveys the air in

the breathing zone and is positioned between the mask and

the silencer filter, which is then connected to the flow

regulator. The AC 95 flow controller is equipped with quick

connections for connection to the supply pipe. It is equipped

with an insufficient flow alarm that activates when the

minimum flow passes below a set minimum and is mounted

on a support bracket with a waist positioning belt.
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